
ReactionX user manual

Understand

ReactionX are a set of lights that can help you on sport training. It can
measure your reaction time. Several reaction lights can connect to mobile
phone and work together. lights can easily attached to walls,cones,poles.
In this way, you can combine all kinds of sport training with ReactionX.
(The reaction light has a set of 4 lights, a set of 6 lights, a set of 8 lights,
and a set of 12 lights. Not all Android phones can connect 6 lights. Some
Android phones can only connect 4 lights, while iPhone phones can
connect more than 8 lights. Please use better phone to connect the lights.)

Installation

1 Stick the Velcro on wall,cone or pole.Then stick the reaction light on the Velcro.
2 Use magnet to attach on iron equipment.
3 Adjustable fixing strap: fixed on the pole

Use the lights with APP

① Short press the power button. The indicator light will flash green.
② Turn on Bluetooth and GPS ,Open the app "ReactionX" and select the training mode.
③ After successful connection, check the connection number and reaction speed of the light.
Click 'Start' to train.



Use the lights offline

① Press the start button for a long time. The light will beep long time and enter the offline mode.
② The time interval and lighting color of the offline mode need to be set in the online mode.
③ The light of the reaction light will turn off when you touch or get close to it. And it will turn on again after a
period of time,and so on.

APP download address

① Android:www.ql-sport.com/download/ReactionX.apk or search 'ReactionX' in Google store
② iOS: search 'ReactionX' in app store

Other features

① The product can resist medium-strength impact.
② One year warranty.Free replacement for non-human damage. If the PCB is broken physically or flooeded, it is
not covered by the warranty. If the product is broken,it can be repaired according to the actual situation.
③ If there are any issues during use, please contact the after-sales
WhatsApp :8619820007548 Email: 745416286@qq.com
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We will constantly upgrade and update the APP.
If you have a better idea,
we will add it for you.

If you have any problems during use,
please feel free to contact the after-sales service

and we will handle it quickly for you.


